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SHAPE YOUR HOME
Given the many hours we spend in our homes, it is no wonder that our house is more than
just a functional box in which we live; it emphasises who we are, reflecting our life, our
style and taste. Be inspired by how these private homes have improved acoustics without
disrupting the initial architecture, thanks to Rockfon® Mono® Acoustic.

DISTURBING THE PEACE
For more and more families, it is becoming
obvious that our homes are not optimally
designed for the activity of a modern family,
be it entertaining friends, family or children
- noise levels in our home have become
alarmingly high, making it difficult to be
all together in the same room or to even
have a conversation. The importance of
good acoustics is something that should be
recognised and considered for every home.

CASE STUDY

FORM YOUR SPACE
Until now, there have been few acoustic,
sound absorbing solutions that were
aesthetically suitable for private homes. Even
more so than in a public space, we want
the surfaces in our home to blend in with
the architecture of our homes, using the
furniture and interior design to dominate
and authentically articulate our individual
personality.

DESIGNED FOR
MODERN LIVING
Rockfon Mono Acoustic is a unique surface
solution for both ceilings and walls that will
discreetly blend into your home. With its high
sound absorption properties, it silently offers
you unique acoustic benefits.
Whether you consider acoustics at the design
stage of a construction or want to refurbish
an existing space, Rockfon Mono Acoustic is
ideal.
Its elegant and refined surface complements
any modern home and is easily repaired
if needed. Its unique acoustic properties
control the noise levels, ensuring that your
family and guests enjoy themselves without
having to raise their voices.

